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(54) POSITION DETECTOR OF ELEVATOR

(57) A position detecting apparatus for an elevator
is provided with a detector disposed on a car side of an
elevator traveling up and down in a hoistway and a de-
vice to be detected disposed on a hall side of the hoist-
way, in which the detector has lead switches, and the
device to be detected has a mounting plate for securing
the device to be detected on the hall side and a plurality

of permanent magnets of a small shape being spaced
apart from one another in the direction of a moving di-
rection of the car and disposed on the mounting plate,
whereby the device to be detected can be configured
inexpensively and damages to the permanent magnets
of the device to be detected can be prevented.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to an improve-
ment of a position detecting apparatus for an elevator,
which is provided with a detector composed of lead
switches on a car side and a device to be detected com-
posed of a mounting plate made of a magnetic body
such as a permanent magnet and a steel sheet on a hall
side of a hoistway.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] Conventional apparatus for detecting a posi-
tion of an elevator will be described with reference to
Figs. 8 and 9. Fig. 8 illustrates a configuration of the con-
ventional position detecting apparatus for an elevator
viewed from a side of a hoistway.
[0003] In Fig. 8, reference numeral 10 denotes a de-
tector composed of a mounting plate 11 with a substan-
tially L shaped cross section and lead switches 12 and
13 for detecting a door opening and closing possible po-
sition, and 20 denotes a device to be detected com-
posed of a mounting plate 21 that is a steel sheet of a
magnetic body with a substantially L shaped cross sec-
tion and a permanent magnet 22 of a rectangular paral-
lelepiped shape with a length identical with that of the
mounting plate 21.
[0004] Fig. 9 illustrates the conventional position de-
tecting apparatus for an elevator viewed from right
above it in the hoistway.
[0005] In Fig. 9, reference numeral 3 denotes a door
apparatus on a car side to which the detector 10 is
mounted. In addition, reference numeral 5 denotes a
door apparatus on a hall side to which the device to be
detected 20 is mounted.
[0006] In the conventional position detecting appara-
tus for an elevator configured as described above, the
detector 10 mounted on the door apparatus 3 on the car
side passes the device to be detected 20 mounted on
the door apparatus 5 on the hall side as an elevator
moves, thereby detecting a door opening and closing
possible position. A control apparatus of the elevator ef-
fects determination of a stop position of the car and
opening and closing of the door using a signal repre-
senting the door opening and closing possible position.
[0007] In the above-mentioned conventional position
detecting apparatus for an elevator, the permanent
magnet 22 of the device to be detected 20 is configured
in a form of one length. Thus, the apparatus requires the
permanent magnet 22 to be exclusively used which
meets a specification of a position detecting length if a
plurality of devices to be detected 20 are provided to
meet the specification of the position detecting length.
As a result, manufacturing costs of the permanent mag-
net 22 is increased, which makes the device to be de-
tected 20 expensive.

[0008] In addition, if the permanent magnet 22 has a
long shape, it becomes susceptible to damages during
transportation and assembling work.
[0009] Moreover, in case of an earthquake, a car
swings to bring the detector 10 in interference with the
permanent magnet 22 of the device to be detected 20
and the detector 10 is damaged.

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION

[0010] The present invention has been devised in or-
der to solve the above-mentioned problems, and it is an
object of the present invention to provide a position de-
tecting apparatus for an elevator which can provide an
inexpensive device to be detected and with which a de-
tector is not damaged even when the detector and the
device to be detected interfere with each other.
[0011] A position detecting apparatus for an elevator
in accordance with the present invention includes a de-
tector disposed on one of a car side of an elevator trav-
elling up and down in a hoistway and a hall side of the
hoistway and a device to be detected disposed on the
other of the car side and the hall side, in which the de-
tector has lead switches, and the device to be detected
has a mounting plate for securing the device to be de-
tected on the other of the car side and the hall side and
a plurality of permanent magnets of a predetermined
shape which are spaced apart from each other and dis-
posed in a moving direction of the car on the mounting
plate.
[0012] In addition, in the position detecting apparatus
for an elevator in accordance with the present invention,
the device to be detected has a first permanent magnet
disposed in both ends of the mounting plate and having
strong magnetic force that brings the lead switches into
an ON level and a second permanent magnet disposed
in the portion excluding both the ends of the mounting
plate and having weak magnetic force between the ON
level and an OFF level of the lead switches.
[0013] In addition, in the position detecting apparatus
for an elevator in accordance with the present invention,
the first permanent magnet consists of two permanent
magnets of a predetermined shape which are over-
lapped and disposed on the mounting plate and the sec-
ond permanent magnet consists of only one permanent
magnet of a predetermined shape which is disposed on
the mounting plate.
[0014] In addition, in the position detecting apparatus
for an elevator in accordance with the present invention,
the plurality of permanent magnets of a predetermined
shape have identical surfaces that face the lead switch-
es.
[0015] In addition, in the position detecting apparatus
for an elevator in accordance with the present invention,
the plurality of permanent magnets of a predetermined
shape are covered by a rubber body.
[0016] Moreover, in the position detecting apparatus
for an elevator in accordance with the present invention,
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the detector has a lead switch mounting plate on the side
of which the lead switches are secured and its upper
and lower ends on the side facing the device to be de-
tected are slant cut and a mounting plate, which has a
spring structure, for securing the lead switch mounting
plate on one of the car side and the hall side.
[0017] Other objects and features of the present in-
vention will be apparent from the following descriptions
taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0018] In the accompanying drawings:

Fig. 1 illustrates a position detecting apparatus for
an elevator in accordance with a first embodiment
of the present invention viewed from a side of a
hoistway;
Fig. 2 is a side view of the position detecting appa-
ratus for an elevator in accordance with the first em-
bodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 3 illustrates a configuration of the position de-
tecting apparatus for an elevator in accordance with
the first embodiment of the present invention
viewed from right above it in the hoistway;
Fig. 4 illustrates a configuration of a device to be
detected of the position detecting apparatus for an
elevator in accordance with the first embodiment of
the present invention;
Fig. 5 illustrates variation of magnetic force in a lon-
gitudinal direction of the device to be detected of
the position detecting apparatus for an elevator in
accordance with the first embodiment of the present
invention;
Fig. 6 illustrates a situation in which a detector and
the device to be detected of the position detecting
apparatus for an elevator in accordance with the
first embodiment of the present invention contacts
with each other;
Fig. 7 illustrates a configuration of the device to be
detected of the position detecting apparatus for an
elevator in accordance with a second embodiment
of the present invention;
Fig. 8 is a side view of a conventional position de-
tecting apparatus for an elevator; and
Fig. 9 illustrates a configuration of the conventional
position detecting apparatus for an elevator viewed
right above it in a hoistway.

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

Embodiment 1

[0019] A position detecting apparatus for an elevator
in accordance with Embodiment 1 of the present inven-
tion will be described with reference to the accompany-
ing drawings. Fig. 1 illustrates a configuration of the po-
sition detecting apparatus for an elevator in accordance

with Embodiment 1 of the present invention as viewed
from a side of a hoistway. Further, in each drawing, iden-
tical reference numerals denote identical or equivalent
parts.
[0020] In Fig. 1, reference numeral 1 denotes a rope
of an elevator, 2 denotes a car traveling up and down in
a hoistway of a building, 3 denotes a door apparatus on
the car side, 4 denotes a hall of the elevator in the build-
ing, and 5 denotes a door apparatus on the hall side. In
addition, reference numeral 10A denotes a detector
mounted on the door apparatus 3 on the car side and
20A denotes a device to be detected mounted on the
door apparatus 5 on the hall side.
[0021] Fig. 2 illustrates a configuration of the position
detecting apparatus for an elevator in accordance with
the first embodiment of the present invention viewed
from a side of the hoistway.
[0022] In Fig. 2, the detector 10A is provided with lead
switches (lead relays) 12 and 13, a mounting plate 14
made of a steel sheet having a substantially C shaped
cross section and a lead switch mounting plate 15 on
the side of which the lead switches 12 and 13 are mount-
ed and which is composed of a steel sheet of a nonmag-
netic body having slant cut parts 15a in two parts, in the
upper part and the lower part.
[0023] In addition, in the figure, the device to be de-
tected 20A is provided with a mounting plate 21 com-
posed of a steel sheet of a magnetic body having a sub-
stantially L shaped cross section and a magnetic mem-
ber 23 secured to the mounting plate 21 and having a
rectangular parallelepiped shape.
[0024] This magnetic member 23 is composed of per-
manent magnets 24 formed in a shape of a small rec-
tangular parallelepiped having a fixed dimension and a
rubber body (resin) 25 molding the surrounding of the
permanent magnets 24.
[0025] At both ends of the magnetic member 23, two
permanent magnets 24 are overlapped and mounted on
the mounting plate 21, in order to give strong magnetic
force exceeding an ON level of the lead switches 12 and
13 such that positional accuracy of ON and OFF oper-
ating points of the lead switches 12 and 13 is realized.
In addition, since magnetic force capable of holding the
ON state of the lead switches 12 and 13 is sufficient for
intermediate parts other than both the ends of the mag-
netic member 23, only one permanent magnet 24 is
mounted on the mounting plate 21 for each intermediate
part. Moreover, the permanent magnets 24 are spaced
apart from each other when mounted on the mounting
plate 21 utilizing a hysteresis property of the lead switch-
es 12 and 13.
[0026] Fig. 3 illustrates the position detecting appara-
tus for an elevator in accordance with the first embodi-
ment of the present invention viewed from right above
it in the hoistway.
[0027] In Fig. 3, the mounting plate 14 is made of a
steel sheet having a spring structure with a substantially
C shaped cross section so that the mounting plate 14
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secures the detector 10A to the door apparatus 3 on the
car side. In addition, the mounting plate 21 is made of
a steel sheet with a substantially L shaped cross section
so that the mounting plate 21 secures the device to be
detected 20A to the door apparatus 5 on the hall side.
[0028] Fig. 4 illustrates a configuration of the device
to be detected of the position detecting apparatus for an
elevator in accordance with the first embodiment of the
present invention.
[0029] In Fig. 4, the upper part of the figure shows the
device to be detected 20A viewed from the top and the
lower part of the figure shows the device to be detected
20A viewed from the side. A plurality of small permanent
magnets 24 are attached to the mounting plate 21 and
are molded by the rubber body 25 such as resin to form
the magnetic member 23. Further, this rubber body 25
is for protecting the permanent magnets 24 and is not
always required as a function of the device to be detect-
ed.
[0030] In the position detecting apparatus for an ele-
vator configured as described above, the device to be
detected 20A of a given length can be configured by ar-
ranging a minimum number of small permanent mag-
nets 24 that are formed in a fixed dimension as required
for the given length. Since the surrounding of the per-
manent magnets 24 is molded by the rubber body 25,
they can absorb an impact of external force.
[0031] Fig. 5 illustrates variation of magnetic force in
a longitudinal direction of the device to be detected of
the position detecting apparatus for an elevator in ac-
cordance with the first embodiment of the present inven-
tion.
[0032] In Fig. 5, the upper part of the figure shows the
top and the side of the device to be detected 20A from
which the rubber body 25 is removed. Both the ends of
the device to be detected 20A where two small perma-
nent magnets 24 are overlapped have magnetic force
exceeding the ON level of the lead switches 12 and 13.
The intermediate parts other than both the ends of the
device to be detected 20A, where only one small per-
manent magnet 24 is mounted, respectively, on the
mounting plate 21, have magnetic force not reaching the
ON level but exceeding the OFF level of the lead switch-
es 12 and 13. Further, polarities (NS) of all the perma-
nent magnets 24 are identical with those of the conven-
tional example shown in Fig. 9. That is, the polarity is N
on the lead switches 12 and 13 side.
[0033] In addition, in Fig. 5, the lower part of the figure
is a graph showing a hysteresis loop with a state (OFF,
ON) of the lead switches on the horizontal axis and mag-
netic force on the vertical axis.
[0034] Fig. 6 illustrates a situation in which the detec-
tor and the device to be detected of the position detect-
ing apparatus of an elevator in accordance with the first
embodiment of the present invention contact with each
other.
[0035] As shown in Fig. 6, if a car 2 is swung by an
earthquake or the like and the detector 10A interferes

with the device to be detected 20A, an impact exerted
on the detector 10A and the device to be detected 20A
can be absorbed by the lead switch mounting plate 15
made of a steel sheet with its side slant cut and the
mounting plate 14 made of a steel sheet of a spring
structure to be secured to the door apparatus 3 on the
car side.
[0036] That is, according to this first embodiment, in
the position detecting apparatus for an elevator provid-
ed with the detector 10A composed of the lead switches
12 and 13 on the car side and the device to be detected
20A composed of the permanent magnets 24 on the hall
side of the hoistway as means for detecting a position
of the car 2 of the elevator traveling up and down in the
hoistway, the lead switches 12 and 13 being disposed
vertically with respect to the permanent magnets 24, a
plurality of small permanent magnets 24 of a fixed di-
mension are spaced apart from the one another and dis-
posed on the mounting plate 21 in the moving direction
of the lead switches 12 and 13 to configure the device
to be detected 20 with a required dimension.
[0037] In addition, the device to be detected 20A is
configured by overlapping two small permanent mag-
nets 24 to dispose them on its both ends, and disposing
only one small permanent_magnet 24 in the portion ex-
cluding both the ends. Further, alternatively one relative-
ly large permanent magnet with strong magnetic force
equivalent to that of two permanent magnets 24 may be
disposed on both sides of the device to be detected.
[0038] In addition, the device to be detected 20A is
configured by covering the permanent magnets 24 with
the rubber body 25 such as resin.
[0039] Moreover, the detector 10A has the lead switch
mounting plate 15 made of a steel sheet of a nonmag-
netic body, which is slant cut on the side facing the per-
manent magnets 24 of the device to be detected 20A,
on the side of the lead switches 12 and 13. In addition,
the detector 10A has the mounting plate 14 made of a
steel sheet having a spring structure to effectively se-
cure the detector 10A to the door apparatus 3 on the car
side.
[0040] Since the first embodiment of the present in-
vention is configured as described above, the device to
be detected 20A can be configured inexpensively. In ad-
dition, the detector 10A and the device to be detected
20A can be prevented from being damaged even when
the detector 10A and the device to be detected 20A are
brought into interference with each other.

Embodiment 2

[0041] A position detecting apparatus in accordance
with Embodiment 2 of the present invention will be de-
scribed with reference to the accompanying drawings.
Fig. 7 illustrates a configuration of a device to be detect-
ed of the position detecting apparatus for an elevator in
accordance with Embodiment 2 of the present invention.
Further, the detector is the same as that of the above-
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mentioned first Embodiment 1.
[0042] In Fig. 7, the upper part of the figure shows a
device to be detected 20B viewed from the top, and the
lower part of the figure shows the device to be detected
20B viewed from the front side and the device to be de-
tected 20B viewed from the right side.
[0043] In addition, in the figure, the device to be de-
tected 20B is provided with a mounting plate 21 having
a step in the portion for attaching permanent magnets
24 with a substantially L shaped cross section in its cen-
tral part and the magnet member 23 of a substantially
saddle shape extending over the step. That is, the por-
tion of the mounting plate 21 for attaching the permanent
magnets 24 is receded by the thickness of the perma-
nent magnet 24 only in both the ends of the magnet
member 23 where two permanent magnets 24 are over-
lapped.
[0044] This magnet member 23 is composed of the
permanent magnets 24 formed in a small rectangular
parallelepiped shape of a fixed dimension and the rub-
ber body (resin) molding the surrounding of the perma-
nent magnets 24 as in the above-mentioned first em-
bodiment.
[0045] The permanent magnets 24 are arranged such
that the distance between the lead switches 12 and 13
of the detector 10A and the permanent magnet 24 of the
device to be detected 20B is the same for all the perma-
nent magnets 24. Thus, magnetic force of the perma-
nent magnets 24 is applied to the lead switches 12 and
13 effectively.
[0046] Further, although a description was made of an
example, in which the detector 10A is provided on the
car side and the devices to be detected 20A and 20B
are provided on the hall side, in the above-mentioned
each embodiment, this may be made reverse. That is,
the above-mentioned effect is not changed even if the
detector 10A is provided on the hall side and the devices
to be detected 20A and 20B are provided on the car side.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY

[0047] As described above, the position detecting ap-
paratus for an elevator in accordance with the present
invention includes a detector disposed on one of a car
side of an elevator traveling up and down in a hoistway
and a hall side of the hoistway; and a device to be de-
tected disposed on the other of the car side and the hall
side, in which the detector has lead switches; the device
to be detected has a mounting plate for securing the de-
vice to be detected on the other of the car side or the
hall side; and a plurality of permanent magnets of a pre-
determined shape which are spaced apart from one an-
other and disposed in the direction of a moving direction
of the car on the mounting plate, whereby the device to
be detected can be configured inexpensively and dam-
ages to the permanent magnets of the device to be de-
tected can be prevented.
[0048] In addition, as describe above, in the position

detecting apparatus for an elevator in accordance with
the present invention, the device to be detected has a
first permanent magnet disposed in both ends of the
mounting plate and having strong magnetic force that
brings the lead switches into an ON level and a second
permanent magnet disposed in other than both the ends
of the mounting plate and having weak magnetic force
between the ON level and an OFF level of the lead
switches, whereby the device to be detected can be con-
figured inexpensively and damage to the permanent
magnets of the device to be detected can be prevented.
[0049] In addition, as described above, in the position
detecting apparatus for an elevator in accordance with
the present invention, the first permanent magnet con-
sists of two permanent magnets of a predetermined
shape which are overlapped and disposed on the
mounting plate and the second permanent magnet con-
sists of only one permanent magnet of a predetermined
shape which is disposed on the mounting plate, where-
by the device to be detected can be configured inexpen-
sively and damage to the permanent magnets of the de-
vice to be detected can be prevented.
[0050] In addition, in the position detecting apparatus
for an elevator in accordance with the present invention,
the plurality of permanent magnets of a predetermined
shape have identical surfaces opposing the lead switch-
es, whereby magnetic force of the permanent magnets
is applied to the lead switches effectively.
[0051] In addition, in the position detecting apparatus
for an elevator in accordance with the present invention,
the plurality of permanent magnets of a predetermined
shape are covered by a rubber body, whereby the rub-
ber body can protect the permanent magnets by absorb-
ing an impact of external force exerted thereon.
[0052] Moreover, in the position detecting apparatus
for an elevator in accordance with the present invention,
the detector has a lead switch mounting plate on the side
of which the lead switches are secured and its upper
and lower ends on the side facing the device to be de-
tected are slant cut, and a mounting plate, having a
spring structure for securing the lead switch mounting
plate on one of the car side and the hall side. therefore,
damages to the detector and the device to be detected
can be prevented even when the detector and the de-
vice to be detected are brought into interference with
each other.

Claims

1. A position detecting apparatus for an elevator com-
prising;

a detector disposed on one of a car side of an
elevator travelling up and down in a hoistway and a
hall side of said hoistway; and

a device to be detected disposed on the other
of said car side and said hall side,

wherein said detector has lead switches, and
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said device to be detected has a mounting plate for
securing said device to be detected on the other of
said car side and said hall side and a plurality of
permanent magnets of a predetermined shape
which are spaced apart from each other and dis-
posed in a moving direction of the car on the mount-
ing plate.

2. A position detecting apparatus for an elevator ac-
cording to claim 1, wherein said device to be detect-
ed has a first permanent magnet disposed in both
ends of said mounting plate and having strong mag-
netic force that brings said lead switches into an ON
level and a second permanent magnet disposed in
other than both the ends of said mounting plate and
having weak magnetic force between the ON level
and an OFF level of said lead switches.

3. A position detecting apparatus for an elevator ac-
cording to claim 2, wherein said first permanent
magnet is two permanent magnets of a predeter-
mined shape which are overlapped and disposed
on said mounting plate, and said second permanent
magnet is only one permanent magnet of a prede-
termined shape which is disposed on said mounting
plate.

4. A position detecting apparatus for an elevator ac-
cording to claim 1, wherein said plurality of perma-
nent magnets of a predetermined shape have iden-
tical surfaces opposing said lead switches.

5. A position detecting apparatus for an elevator ac-
cording to claim 2, wherein said plurality of perma-
nent magnets of a predetermined shape are cov-
ered by a rubber body.

6. A position detecting apparatus for an elevator ac-
cording to claim 2, wherein said detector has a lead
switch mounting plate on the side of which said lead
switches are secured and its upper and lower ends
on the side facing said device to be detected are
slant cut and a mounting plate, which has a spring
structure, for securing said lead switch mounting
plate on one of said car side and said hall side.
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